SIM Only Offer - €10 X 6 OFF
This offer is available to all new eir customers who sign up to the following SIM only plan from
25/07/18 until 31/08/2018
eir mobile connect 30 day (the “Offer”)
The following terms and conditions form part of and are subject to the terms and conditions of the
Offer. These terms are in addition to and form part of the terms and conditions of the eir Mobile
general service terms and conditions and eir’s Fair Usage Policy ('FUP') all of which are available at
http://www.eir.ie/. All of these terms combined constitute a legally binding agreement between
eircom Limited or meteor mobile communications limited (as applicable)('we/us',eir'') and the
Customer ('you’/ ‘Customer') for the use of the Offer. All capitalized terms herein (unless otherwise
defined) shall have whatever meaning is ascribed to them in eir general terms and conditions.In the
event of any conflict between the eir general terms and conditions and these terms and conditions
these terms and conditions shall prevail.

The €10 discount will be applied to fist 6 bills and thereafter the standard pricing will apply.
Unlimited usage is subject to fair use as set out below. Call, text and data allowances can be used if
available at the time of roaming in the EEA subject to fair use.
The offer excludes out of bundle charges: international charges, premium rate, non-EEA roaming
and any usage in excess of the allowances within the plan. Hayu subject to hayu terms, opt in and
streaming using your mobile data connection is not free rated.
eir shall not be liable in any way for any loss or damage, direct or indirect, howsoever arising from
any ineligible or unsuccessful applications, any delay in the imposition of the Offer, or the
termination of the Offer.
Usage and certain other information (including eir account information) relating to multiple persons
receiving products and/or services from eir or its affiliates under the same account (“Connected
Parties”) will be visible within the “my eir” profile(s) to which that account is linked. “my eir” users
and Connected Parties must therefore note that in such circumstances they can have no expectation
of privacy as between “my eir” users and Connected Parties with regard to any aspect of their
account(s) and they hereby expressly consent to the disclosure of their Account Information
(including data, talk, webtext or SMS text usage of others on their account) to all other users linked
with the relevant “my eir” account. Please also note that all bills issued in an itemised form will
contain call records of all users on the account
Fair Usage Information
Unlimited minutes and SMS allowances where applicable are subject to a fair usage allowance of
45,000 minutes and 10,000 SMS. Minutes and SMS apply to usage within the Republic of Ireland and
EEA zone countries. Roaming, allowances are subject to fair usage limits. Excludes Premium,
International, Non-Geographic Numbers and roaming outside of the EEA zone. Voicemail and eir to
eir calls and texts / EEA landlines while roaming in the EEA are treated as a standard call or text,
deducted from any applicable inclusive plan allowances or charged at applicable standard rates for
more info see here Data allowances if available at the time of roaming can be used while roaming in

the EEA subject to fair use limits where applicable. EEA roaming fair use allowance is calculated in
line with Regulation (EU) No 531/2012 (as amended) and Data wholesale roaming price caps. Where
there domestic data allowance has not been fully consumed but the fair use allowance has been
fully consumed, a surcharge rate of €7.38 per GB/€0.00721per MB (based on Regulated rate of €6.00
per GB excl. VAT) will apply until the domestic allowance has been fully consumed. Standard
domestic rates apply thereafter.

